Geocaching at Duke Farms

Geocaching is an outdoor-based, treasure hunt-style game that involves using a GPS app or device to locate hidden “geocaches” (i.e. containers of varying sizes).

There are two geotrails - or series of geocaches - at Duke Farms: the Duke Farms geotrail and the TALON geotrail. Both consist of ten caches with published coordinates as well as an eleventh cache, the coordinates for which can be found in two of the ten.

All Duke Farms’ caches contain a laminated card of a specific letter of the alphabet. Participants must write down each letter in this brochure and uncover the secret word(s) to be eligible to receive a commemorative token from Duke Farms’ Front Desk staff.

Concerning Puzzle Caches

The Duke Farms geotrail includes three puzzle caches, meaning the coordinates provided lead to a landmark that is the subject of a multiple-choice quiz, the answers to which reveal the cache’s location. These quizzes can be found on Duke Farms’ website at www.dukefarms.org/geocaching/ or by scanning the QR code below.

Hours of Operation

April through October: 8:30 AM - 6 PM
November through March: 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Closed Sundays and Mondays

Find us on:

Geocaching Guide
Big Stump Cache
N: 40° 33.262' W: 74° 37.527'
Secret Letter Clue 11: _____

Finger Tree Cache
N: 40° 33.216' W: 74° 37.809'
Secret Letter Clue 9: _____

Fox Meadow Cache
N: 40° 33.192' W: 74° 37.966'
Secret Letter Clue 7: _____

Wishing Well Cache
N: 40° 33.407' W: 74° 38.237'
Secret Letter Clue 5: _____

Water Bridge Cache
N: 40° 33.153' W: 74° 38.369'
Secret Letter Clue 3: _____

Coach Barn Cache
N: 40° 33.365' W: 74° 37.767'
Secret Letter Clue 10: _____

Turtle Cache
N: 40° 33.320' W: 74° 37.965'
Secret Letter Clue 8: _____

Arboretum Cache
N: 40° 33.500' W: 74° 37.887'
Secret Letter Clue 6: _____

Donald Wood Cache
N: 40° 33.224' W: 74° 38.478'
Secret Letter Clue 4: _____

Pet Cemetery Cache
N: 40° 33.219' W: 74° 38.263'
Secret Letter Clue 2: _____

Farm Barn Cache
N: 40° 32.700' W: 74° 37.287
Secret Letter Clue 7: _____

Hay Barn Cache*
N: 40° 32.923' W: 74° 37.332'
Secret Letter Clue 9: _____

Orchid Range Cache
N: 40° 33.033' W: 74° 37.795'
Secret Letter Clue 11: _____

Great Falls Cache
N: 40° 33.120' W: 74° 38.178'
Secret Letter Clue 6: _____

Thorn Extractor Cache
N: 40° 32.783' W: 74° 38.168'
Secret Letter Clue 5: _____

Habitat Blind Cache
N: 40° 32.865' W: 74° 37.391'
Secret Letter Clue 2: _____

Farnese Bull Cache*
N: 40° 32.960' W: 74° 37.367'
Secret Letter Clue 3: _____

Old Foundation Cache*
N: 40° 33.051' W: 74° 37.980'
Secret Letter Clue 8: _____

Mermaid Pool Cache
N: 40° 32.935' W: 74° 38.109'
Secret Letter Clue 10: _____

Eagle Gate Cache
N: 40° 32.770' W: 74° 37.939'
Secret Letter Clue 1: _____

Duke Farms Geotrail Cache
North Coordinates: __________
West Coordinates: __________
Secret Letter Clue 4: _____

TALON Geotrail Cache
North Coordinates: __________
West Coordinates: __________
Secret Letter Clue 1: _____

Secret Word(s)